
     

                 

          

 
 

 
    

    
 

  
 

                  
      

 
            

 
      

 
                   

                    
                    

                     
                
          

  
                 

              
              

                 
    

 
                

    
 

                
                      

     
 

  

 

              

                

      

Reader Observations for ANSC 321 

Two separate readers were assigned to review all of the responses for the course. The following are 
what each considers the most important statements made by students: 

Reader 1: 

Number of surveys 
ANSC 321 = 5 

Notes: 

When asked “Have you taken HPP or GCC courses? If so, can you name them from memory?” Several 
indicated “no” or “not sure.” 

A few indicated that they did not take their GE here. 

Notable quotes from ANSC 321 

“HWST 111 & HWST 213 were really helpful in gaining a sense of each: sense of place, humanity, others, 
and self. Through the rich Hawaiian culture, you really got to learn how to respect the land and only take 
what we need. We also learned how to respect each other and those around us. And with that, brought 
self-growth and a different perspective of who I am and where I belong as a student in Hawaii and as a 
person in general. These two classes really helped me appreciate having the opportunity to go to 
school in Hawaii and lean about the rich culture traditions.” 

“Hawaiian studies classes taught history and made it fun and interesting to learn about Hawaii. I had 
prior knowledge of Hawaiian history before coming to college and my knowledge was broadened. 
Hawaiian Ohana taught me about the overthrow and oppression Hawaiian people face. Professors 
taught about Hawaiian culture but it was never related back to myself because I was only learning 
about traditional Hawaiian practices.” 

“There could be more talk about Hawaiian Indigenous rights – Mauna Kea and its impact and 
importance to Hawaii.” 

“Being mixed; being around others from different backgrounds make me aware of other ways of doing 
things/ I became open to and happy to try new things due to the new people I meet. Class work is one 
way which brings others together.” 

Reader 2: 

Observations: 

1) Some classes are more deliberate on addressing all 4 areas of diversity 

2) Classes that don't necessarily address these takes students own reflection to address it, otherwise 
these courses won't affect the students 



          

             

                 

   

 

 

      

 
     

    

     

   

  

     

 

  

  

     

 

  

     
       

  

       
       

           

      

            
  

3) Courses in majors/minor hit or miss case 

4) Self awareness is the weakest addressed area in all of it. 

5) Lack of prose on the part of students is troubling—shows perhaps an inability to connect this 
concepts with themselves. 

(a) GE, HPP, GCC teach you 
these, 

(b) your major/minor/certificates (c) co-curricular 

presence of other people 
classmates enhances all four 
areas by default 

Class activities enhances all four 
areas 

No answer 

Enhances all areas but not 
SELF 

Classes are too bookish and 
doesn’t seem to relate in any of 
the areas 

Do not promote or stress 
diversity or any of the 4 areas 

All four areas addressed All four areas addressed Not as much 

Not enough Not enough None existent 

Little By default the class is diverse Discussion outside of 
classroom, limited 


